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In our time, electronic documentation is rapidly replacing paper documents.
Often, it is required that a limited number of persons has an access to the information
in a financial document has. However, the risk of interception by an intruder of
important financial data is significantly increased, when using the Internet to conduct
business. Therefore, the task of protecting the document arises in such a way that the
persons participating in these processes have an access to the information.
Hash functions can be used to organize the protection of important financial
documents. They are a tool for converting an original document into a fixed-length
sequence. As part of a particular business process, as a rule, there are many
documents, therefore, it is necessary that they have the same hash code for further
analysis and data processing.
Hash functions are widely used in cryptosystems. Therefore, a number of
specific requirements to cryptographic methods of information protection should be
satisfied, such as:
 resistance to the search for the first prototype;
 resistance to the search for the second prototype;
 resistance to collisions.
The hash functions which used in cryptographic applications realize perfect
mappings (complete mixing), so changing at least one bit in the original sequence
results in an average change in at list half of the convolutional bits [1].
At the moment, the existence of an irreversible hash function remains an
unproven fact and is an unsolved problem in computer science. Usually finding an
inverse value is just a computationally complex task. Consequently, there is a
problem of constructing hash functions in such a way that there does not exist an
effective polynomial algorithm for computing the inverse function in a reasonable
time.
A possible solution of the problem of protecting financial documents is the
construction of hash functions based on the mapping of prime numbers, which is to
be investigated.
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All prime numbers in class P2 k can represent a procedure for compressing data,
and the code for this procedure is represented by a prime number p  P2k . In this way
P2 k  p1 , p 2 , , p m ,  and f ( p )  2 k . If a financial document that you want to protect
from third-party access is submitted to the input, it can be converted to binary code
and then to the decimal number - a . If it is not prime, it is necessary to find the
nearest prime number p . By knowing the difference of ( p  a) , you can restore the
value of a .
Further, the problem of protection can be reduced to the problem of
decomposition of numbers into simple factors. Let us find a prime number p * , such
that p*  pp '1 ,where p is a previously found prime number, p' - a correctly chosen
prime number. If numbers p and p' are large enough, then the task is
computationally complex.
Consider the map: x n1  axn (mod p) . This mapping generates cycles of length
l a ( p) . In accordance with Euler's theorem: a  ( p )  1(mod p) , if a and p - are relatively
prime. In particular, for a simple p ,  ( p )  p  1 .[2].
If we set x0  1 , then x1  a (mod p*) , x2  a 2 (mod p*) , …, xl 1  a l 1 (mod p*) . If a
is the primitive root of the number p * , then l  1  p * 1 . We obtained a set of degrees
a modulo p . Then, by Fermat's small theorem a p 1  1(mod p) . Therefore, the iteration
cycle contains all values for which equality xn 1  1(mod p*) is correct.
In this case, we should use the fact that the length of the iteration cycle  ( p*)
divides l a ( p*) , and their quotient

 ( p*)
p * 1
is the indices of the classes. Then
k,
l a ( p*)
l a ( p*)

where k is an index of the class of membership of the number p * .
It is proven that for a  4 , prime numbers are mapped to the class P2 .
Inverse calculation is impossible if knowing only the index of the class to
which a prime number p * belongs. Since an infinite number of prime numbers can
belong to the class, and there is also no knowledge of how the order relations in the
class are given.
An important application of such a hash function is to determine the value of a
known parameter t to calculate the value of the discrete logarithm a  t x (mod p) . It is
important that t must be a primitive root for p , otherwise the problem of discrete
logarithm can turn out to be unsolvable.
The question of protection of information security systems using this hashing
procedure remains open, with the advent of quantum computers capable of solving
the problem of restoring the original data.
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